Abstract. Bour's minimal surface has remarkable properties in three dimensional Minkowski space. We reveal the definite and indefinite cases of the Bour's surface using Weierstrass representations, and give some differential geometric properties of the astonishing maximal and minimal surfaces.
Introduction
The origins of minimal surface theory can be traced back to 1744 with the Swedish mathematician Leonhard Euler's paper, and to the 1760 French mathematician Joseph Louis Lagrange's paper.
A minimal surface in three dimensional Euclidean space E 3 is a regular surface for which the mean curvature vanishes identically, firstly defined by Lagrange in 1760.
Classical minimal surfaces in Riemannian geometry are known by nearly all the mathematicians, especially the geometers. However, there is a little knowledge about the Bour's minimal surface. In 1862, the French mathematician Jacques EdmondÉmile Bour used semigeodesic coordinates and found a number of new cases of deformations of surfaces. He gave a well known theorem about the helicoidal and rotational surfaces. And also the Bour-Enneper equation (today called the sineGordon wave equation) used in soliton theory and quantum field theories in Physics was first set down by Bour. Minimal surfaces applicable onto a rotational surface were first determined by Bour [2] in 1862. These surfaces have been called B m (following Haag) to emphasize the value of m. We see the papers dealing with the B m in the literature:
Bour, E. Theorie de la deformation des surfaces. All real minimal surfaces applicable to rotational surfaces setting
in the Weierstrass representation equations, where s, C ∈ C, m ∈ R, and F (s) is an analytic function. For C = 1, m = 0 we obtain the Catenoid, C = i, m = 0, the right Helicoid, C = 1, m = 2, the Enneper's surface (see also [3, 8] ). The Bour's surface has not been studied up till now in three dimensional Minkowski space L 3 . In this paper, we reveal the Bour's surface in L 3 . Next, we focus on the definite (resp. indefinite) case of the Bour's maximal (resp. minimal) surface in three dimensional Minkowski space L 3 .
Bour's spacelike maximal surface B m
Throughout this work, we shall identify a vector − → v = (u, v, w) with its transpose, the surfaces will be smooth, and simply connected. . , . = dx
A surface in L 3 is called a spacelike (resp. timelike, degenere (lightlike)) if the induced metric on the surface is a positive definite Riemannian (resp. Lorentzian, degenere) metric. A spacelike surface with vanishing mean curvature is called a maximal surface in three dimensional Minkowski space.
The Weierstrass representation theorem for minimal surfaces in E 3 is discovered by K. Weierstrass in 1866 [9] . Next, we give it for the maximal surfaces in L 3 .
Theorem 1. (Weierstrass representation for maximal surfaces in L 3 ). Let F and G be two holomorphic functions defined on a simply connected open subset U of C such that F does not vanish and |G| = 1 on U . Then the map
3 whose image is a maximal surface.
See also details for the maximal surfaces in literature [1, 5, 7] .
Lemma 1. The Weierstrass patch determined by the functions
Theorem 2. Bour's surface of value m
Proof. The coefficients of the first fundamental form of the surface B m are
We have
So, B m is a spacelike surface. The Gauss map of the surface is
The coefficients of the second fundamental form of the surface are
Then, we have det II = −4r 2m−2 .
In spacelike case, the Gaussian curvature is defined by
where ǫ := e, e = −1 in L 3 . Hence, the Gaussian curvature and the mean curvature of the Bour's surface of value m, respectively, are
Therefore, the B m is a maximal surface in L 3 . The coefficients of the first fundamental form of the Bour's maximal surface of value 3 are
Bour
So,
The Gauss map of the surface is
Then,
The mean and the Gaussian curvatures of the Bour's maximal surface of value 3 are, respectively,
The Weierstrass patch determined by the functions
is a representation of the Bour's maximal surface of value 3 in L 3 . The parametric form of the maximal surface B 3 (see Fig. 3 , and Fig. 4 ) is
where u, v ∈ R.
(a) (b) Figure 3 
The Gauss map of the surface B 3 is
The mean and the Gaussian curvatures of the Bour's minimal surface of value 3 are 
Applications of the definite case in
The functions f(u), g(u), f(v) and g(v) are defined by
,
Hence, the timelike minimal surface has the form
and its conjugate
where φ (u) and µ (v) are linearly independent, Ω (u) and Ψ (v) are null curves in L 3 . Weierstrass formula for the timelike minimal surfaces obtained by M. Magid [6] (see also [4] , for details). Bour's timelike minimal surface of value m is
and it has the form
Therefore, B m (r, θ) is 
Then we have
So, B m is a timelike surface. The Gauss map is
We have det II = −4r 2m−2 (sin θ cos θ) m−2 .
Hence, the Gaussian curvature and the mean curvature, respectively, are 
So, det II = −4r 4 sin θ cos θ.
The mean and the Gaussian curvatures of the Bour's minimal surface of value 3 are, respectively,
The parametric form of the surface (see Fig. 15 ) is
where u, v ∈ I ⊂ R.
(a) (b) Figure 15 Timelike minimal surface B 3 (u, v) , u, v ∈ [−1, 1] The coefficients of the first fundamental form of the timelike Bour's surface of value 3 are
The coefficients of the second fundamental form of the surface are L = −2u, M = 0, N = −2v. 
